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Abstract
Text mining, also known as knowledge discovery from text or document information mining, refers to
the process of extracting interesting data from very large text corpus in order to discover knowledge.
Text mining is an interdisciplinary field involving information retrieval, text understanding, information
extraction, clustering, categorization, database technology, machine learning and data mining.
This thesis presents PressAnalyzer as a hybrid approach to structure analysis and clustering of job
advertisements in the press. Hybrid in the sense, that it makes use of layout as well as textual features
of an advertisement. We use these data to define clusters and classify an advertisement text into
these categories, each presenting a group of similar information.

The pilot version of PressAnalyzer is concerned with the definition of one cluster and the
implementation of a categorization algorithm that labels a block of text in an advertisement containing
information in a specific concept. A keyword list represents the characteristic terms and words in this
cluster and the application of a simple least distance measurement algorithm is used to determine,
which part of the text contains a high density of keywords.
The concluding results show that a keyword based clustering and categorizing algorithm would be

successful only if all clusters were considered and labeled in parallel because of the overlapped
clusters, so that the borders of each text block can be correctly marked out. Another aspect about
clustering methods at textual level is the effect of misspelling and other errors caused by the text
quality.

Samenvatting
Het ontsluiten van kennis op basis van interessante gegevens, die aan grote tekstbestanden zijn
ontleend, staat bekend als "text mining". Andere en meer zeggende benamingen als "kennis ontsluiten

uit tekst" en "informatie graven in documenten" zijn minder bekend geworden. Het gebied is een
multidisciplinaire uitbreiding van de "data mining" en kent derhalve elementen uit de informatica,
cognitie, statistiek en bedrijfskunde,

In deze thesis wordt PressAnalyzer voorgesteld, een aanzet tot de analyse en samenvatting van
vacature teksten in de landelijke, regionale en stedelijke dagbladen. Het gebruikt zowel visuele als
tekstuele advertentie elementen voor categorisatie, clustering en classifucatie.

De hier gepresenteerde eerste test van PressAnalyzer beperkt zich tot de detectie van relevante
informatie binnen een enkele categorie. Elk concept is gekarakteriseerd middels een woordenlijst.
Deze wordt dan toegepast om met een minimale afstandmaat de plaats te bepalen waar binnen de
tekst veel belangrijke woorden voorkomen.
De voorlopige resultaten geven een zekere bruikbaarheid aan, maar zijn zeker niet overtuigend. De

reden is dat de mutuele uitsluiting van de categorieen flog niet gebruikt is. Het wordt verwacht dat
deze uitbreiding ook de bestaande gevoeligheid voor tekstuele fouten zal verminderen.
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I
1.1

INTRODUCTION

MatchCare Data Center

MatchCare Data Center (MCDC) is one of the business units of MatchCare Netherlands. MatchCare
Data Center is engaged in data processing and its activities spread from filtering, administration and
enrichment of data up to the actual delivery of data to clients. In fact, MatchCare Data Center is
somehow a factory that produces and delivers digital data.

Alike other factories, MCDC processes the rough material in a production line, containing different
units as rough material presentation, data filtering, data control, database administration and database
extraction and delivery. In this master thesis we will concentrate mainly on the data filtering unit and
partly on database administration.

The data we are talking about is the information given in job postings in the Press. Hundreds of job
advertisements appear weekly all over the Netherlands, each carrying a specific message for a
specific folk group in a specific way: Offering a job!
MCDC transforms these printed messages into digital data without actually changing the content. It
delivers the same message only in another format. Therefore the information hidden in the original
printed format should be carefully studied in order to prevent information loss during production. The
data model defined and implemented at MCDC reflects this thematic. Every single object in the
database carries a piece of information of the original message. This is one of the reasons, why
MCDC puts major emphasis on the data filtering and control units. The consistency of the filtered
information is also one of the most important requirements, which has been set by MCDC for this
master thesis.

1.2

Tasks

In the mission statement of MCDC, filtering the data refers to the process of extracting interesting
information from the advertisement. The control unit ensures completeness and correctness of the
filtered data. Data administration is actually a supporting process, which concerns with definition and
development of an adequate data model and cares for the storage of the extracted information in the
corresponding database. Data enrichment includes all activities for adding extra information, which
hasn't been explicitly given in the advertisement context, to the extracted data. Finally the data
delivery distributes the resulting digital data to MCDC's clients, based on client specific extraction
rules. Figure 1 illustrates the processing line at MCDC, where the printed data is transformed into data
in digital format.

Printed Format

Digital Format
Figure 1: Data Flow at MatchCare Data Center
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Before starting with the concrete problematic handled in this master thesis, it seems sensible to
discuss the terminology of 'Data'. Chapter 1.3 tries to generalize the definition of data in its different
forms. The methodology of information extraction should be independent from the form of the data, so
that the data handling algorithms can be used at every level of the process. Further we will continue
our discussion with studying the manual filtering of the data in job postings. This would lead us to
discover the role of domain knowledge for an automation solution, as presented in chapter 4.

1.3

Data

Above we mentioned that for the process at MCDC the term 'Data' includes all the interesting

information given as and hidden in a job advertisement. This information is submitted in different ways
and forms, dependent on the message it should bring. Each advertisement, as shown in Figure 2, is
designed to be the carrier of a specific announcement, offering a job, and like any other message it's
title should be clear and expressive. The content of such a message is given in a significant structure,
which meets common sense requirements. It is based on the fact that the reader is primarily interested
in what is being offered. If this information is interesting, the reader will know if his skills fit into the
given profile. Finally the reader wants to know, how he/she can apply.

Generally an offer has also a commercial aspect: it is branding the company and it's products.
Therefore the information about the company's activities are supposed to be impressive. This kind of
data is usually accompanied with layout design, companies' logos and slogans, which appeal to the
demands of a specific folk.

Obviously an advertisement can be observed at two levels: as image and as text. At each of these
levels specific kind of information is submitted. If an advertisement is being observed as an image, the
whole information expressed by its layout and structure can be extracted without considering the detail
in the text. On the other hand, if we are interested in these details, we have to consider the content of
the text as such at a different level.

The process of filtering interesting information from job postings is actually a composition of these two
kinds of observations, each of which delivering a piece of data. The interesting fact is that at each of

these two observation levels the data is filtered with the same methodology, namely considering
specific signals. Based on knowledge and experience, the human brain classifies a job advertisement

easily by detection of groups of signals based on predefined patterns, each representing the
characteristics of a cluster of data.

Consider the example in Figure 2. If you are generally familiar with job postings, you don't actually
need to read the letters in order to recognize the title. The printed title can easily be extracted as a
cluster with specific characteristics like central position, font size, color and style. At a deeper level of
extraction, you have to consider the title as plain text. Either at this or other levels, the title has
characteristics of its own, namely the linguistic, syntactic and semantic characteristics.

_____________

Danz.as Fashion BVmaakt dee! Lilt van

een Europees netwerk met als
'istIekedIenstvedenIng
. W(jrfchten
top van de
a Ioglstieke
dienstverlening bestaat ult distilbutle,
warehousing en value added services.

lVdll lii Veiiki.d]ii wq pi d
I

ect op zoek naan

2 PLANNERS (MN)
£j L/INTERNATIONAAL

Ue belangnjKI taken en verantwoordelljkheden zullen zIJn:
Tasks
Het planrien van nationale- en internatlonale vrachtwage Ii Description
het aannemen van orders van kianten;
S
het bijhouden van de administratle betreffende de ritten en de chauffeurs
en je fungeert als vraagbaak voor de chauffeurs;
de verwer$dng van rltstaten in het Logistic Information Management
System (IJMS);
een stukje administratleve ondersteunlng van de afde!ing planning.

I
I

Functie-elsen:
Wlj zoeken op onze afdeling planning enerzijds een ,junlor" planner
een meer ervaren planner van MBO werk- en denknlveau. Kun je we

Profile
Description

geautomatiseerd systeem en heb le enige ervarlng met transportplanning, dariwei
via werk, danwel via opleidlng en ben jij stressbestendig, flexibel en een echte
teamplayer en vind je het daamaast niet erg om in ploegendlensten te werken,
neem dan zo spoedig mogelijk contact met ons op.
Mocht u meer informatle wilien dan kunt u contact opne men met de heer
F. Giesberts. Tel. 077-3556621.

Sollicitaties kunnen gencht worden aan:
-

Application
Information

Danzas Fashion BM.
T.a.v. dhr. J. Cotdler
Posthus 82,5900 AB Venlo. Tel.: 077-355 6733
email: P-O.Venlo@plex.nl

Figure 2: A Job Advertisement Example (publisher's copyright)
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For a better understanding we run the image in Figure 2 through an OCR program and consider the
resulting text. Though the layout as apparent in Figure 2 has disappeared, it still shows a structure of
text blocks (or clusters). The reader will be searching at this observation level for words or terms,
which can help him classify the text in specific clusters, without reading every single word. We have
highlighted such textual signals, or cluster characteristics.
Danzas Fashion BV maakt dee! uit van een Europees netwerk met als specialisatie logistieke

dienstverlening voor de kledingbranche. Wij richten ons primair op de top van de modewereld.
Onze logistieke dienstverlening bestaat uit distributie, warehousing en value added services.
Voor onze locatie in Venlo zijn we per direct op de zoek naar:
2 PLANNERS (\11V) NATIONAAL/INTERSJATIONAAL

De belangrijke taken en verantwoordelijkheden zullen zijn:
Het plannen van nationale- en internationale vrachtwagens;
Het aannemen van orders van klanten;

Het bijhouden van de administratie betreffende de ritten en de chauffeurs en je flingeert als
vraagbaak voor de chauffeurs;
De verwerking van ilistaten in het Logistic Information Management System (LIMS)
Een stukje adrninistraticve ondersteuning van de afdeling planning
Functie-cisen:

Wij zoeken op onze afdeling planning enerzijds een 'junior' planner en anderzijds een meer
ervaren planner van M BO werk-en denkniveau. Kun je werken met een geautomatiseerd system
en hebje enige ervaring met transportplanning, danwel via werk, danwel via opleiding en benjij
stressbestendig, flexibel en een echte teamplayer en vind je het daamaast niet erg om in
ploegendiensten te werken, neem dan zo spoedig mogelijk contact met ons op.

Mocht u meer inlrrnatie willen dan kunt u contact opnemen met de heer F. Giesberts, Tel. 0773556621
Solhcitaties kunnen gericht worden aan:

Danzas Fashon B.V.

l.a.. dhr. J. Cordier
Postbu 82, 5900 AB Venlo, 1 ci: 077-3556733
e-mail: P-O.Venlo@plex.nl

A comparison of image and text processing illustrates the necessity of domain knowledge at each
filtering level. At the image level, experimental knowledge of the layout and structure in an
advertisement allows the human brain to filter the correct information. As an example: an ample
knowledge of companies' logos is useful for classifying the advertisement without even looking at the
rest. In contrast, well-trained linguistic skills, syntactic and semantic know-how are important
requirements for extracting the right information while handling textual data at a deeper level.
Collecting all the knowledge needed to work through one single advertisement determines the leading
role of domain knowledge in information extraction tasks, not only in manual processing but also in an
automated system. In this master thesis we will assume the general methodology of manual data
processing and try to find out, whether the human way of understanding and, in the specific domain of
job advertisements, handling the data can be automated efficiently. Efficiency in this case refers to the
total performance and correctness improvement of the system.
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1.4

Goals

The manual processing of approximately 10,000 job postings on every weekend takes up an
enormous amount of time for MCDC. Considering the fact that this input size should be handled over
the weekend, Friday till Monday, shows an urgent requirement for an accelerated process and an
adequate technology for data engineering at MCDC.
The idea of an automated process made more and more sense with the growing number of interested
clients. Under these circumstances MCDC has decided to start a research project to study the manual
data processing, collecting the necessary know-how and automating the process in order to improve
the total performance of the system, whereby the following questions should be answered:

•
•
•
•

•
•

Where is the bottleneck of the process?
How does it influence the whole production process?
What are the pro and contras of automation?
Which automation technologies could be applied?
How far can the human experience in the special domain of job advertisements be imitated?
What percentage of performance improvement can be expected from an evolving automation?

In this master thesis we will start studying in more detail the production components and manual
methodology of data processing (and of course the existing data model) at MCDC in order to build the
necessary know-how. We will define the data filtering component as the bottleneck of the system and

focus on the specific domain of text and introduce mining technologies as a possible automation
solution. We will implement a pilot version of our problem-specific mining algorithm. The evaluation of
the results will finally grade the improvement, caused by the mining components.

Our research is not only based on the idea of production automation; it is also governed by the
constraints, listed in section 1.5. These are boundary conditions for evolving new strategies and
implementing new components, which should be integrated into the existing production process
running at MCDC.

1.5

Constraints

As mentioned in section 1.4 a number of preconditions should be considered for the implementation of
new components for the production process at MCDC. These are briefly listed as follows:
•

The total performance of the process should be improved.

•

The consistency of the data model at MCDC must be maintained. This means that component
specific add-ons in the database should be employed under consideration of the existing schema
and model.

•

Additional components have to be integrated into the production process without changing the
data flow and reconstructing the existing components.

•

Production crew should be able to handle the new features without lavish training.

•

Multilingual software for non-Dutch advertisements must be supported.

•

Maintenance should be as light as possible.

Since the MatchCare's requirements have been introduced, chapter 2 concerns with the specification
of the concrete problematic handled in this master thesis project. Based on our hypotheses we will
introduce our strategy in finding an appropriate solution.
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2 THE THESIS PROJECT

In chapter 1 we presented MCDC's idea of an automated information filtering system (IFS) to improve
the overall performance of the production process. As part of this research project, we have to specify
the MCDC situation in more detail so that the problems can be identified, that are the actual subject of
our thesis.

This chapter will discuss the concrete problem specification. From the overall statements, we will
derive the subdivision of the problem, for which an adequate algorithmic idea must be found on the
way to the final problem solution.

2.1

Problem Specification

In section 1.3 the terminology of 'Data' has been discussed. MatchCare defines data as the interesting
information given or hidden in a job advertisement, which is currently filtered manually in the traditional
production process. Additionally two levels to look at such an advertisement have been presented,
(pictorial and textual), each of which obtaining different but not totally disjoint kind of data.
In order to find the role of this thesis in the automating task required by MCDC, it is prerequisite to find
the bottleneck of the system, i.e. the location where process changes will have the largest impact.

According to the data flow illustrated in Figure 1, MCDC spends most of its time on the filtering
process, because every posting is handled manually to find out the desired information. In the
traditional way, the printed material is distributed between the production crew page by page.
Everyone should work through the pages, each containing a number of advertisements, by reading the
text, finding the information, typing it down on a sheet-like interface and insert it into the database by
an interactive application.
Figure 3 shows a screen shot of the data entry application. This interactive program actually works like
filling a sheet. The slots should be filled with the information in advertisements, as far as it is given. We

will refer to the slot values in the chapter 3.4 again. After all the slots have been filled for one job
posting, the user sends this information to a database table. Each column of the table represents one
slot and each record the extracted data from one job posting.

In our case the automation of such a process requires specific preparations. First of all, if we intend to
develop a system, which should simulate the human at work, the printed data should be first digitized.
Two kinds of input format could be generated, image and text. Second, we have to decide what kind of
information should be filtered, for that at every observation level we get different data and deal with
different part of the total problem.

If we put the newspaper pages through a scanner, we will get Megabyte sized image files and the
reader still has to find every advertisement by scrolling over the pages. Thus each image should be
divided into a number of smaller files each containing one advertisement, because each advertisement
is separately handled in practice. At the deeper level of textual filtering, we will need the data in text
format, so the image files should get through an OCR program. Figure 4 illustrates the process of
transforming the data on paper into its digital format.
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Figure 3: Data Entry Application for Manual Process at MCDC

The information extraction at a pictorial level is the subject of a another master thesis project at MCDC
[Nijmeijer, 2001]. Here we will concentrate on the problem of information filtering in textual corpora and
try to find out, what kind of data and by which methodology can be automatically extracted from text.

We will use text files as input data for the remainder of this thesis. Each file contains one
advertisement in text format.
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Figure 4: Image and Text As Input Data Formats

2.2

Hypothesis

The problem of information extraction from textual databases is not the theme of only this master
thesis. Studying the field of knowledge management, information retrieval and artificial intelligence
also address this subject. Among all these case studies we have encountered a common terminology
of mining and its corresponding special fields as data, text, image and recently the web mining. Each
of these case studies applies similar information extraction techniques on its specific kind of data.
The topic of data and text mining seems interesting and meaningful enough to warrant this work. At
this point we establish our hypothesis in the following sentence:
Under the existing project circumstances the application of a text mining technique could be a possible
solution for automation of data processing at MatchCare Data Center.

The task of this work is the research on a case study with connected techniques of data and text
mining, investigation of existing algorithms and frameworks and finally the implementation of an
adequate algorithm based on the hypothesis. The concluding evaluation would prove the grade of
correctness of the presented hypothesis.

2.3

Strategy

Although extracting information from image and text is generally performed by the same methods,
handling different data formats requires special concern about the characteristics of each. The
linguistic aspect of textual data, as referred in section 1.3, is of course the most important issue for
understanding and handling text. In this section we will focus on this thematic in detail to subdivide our
task and attend a step by step approach as our mining strategy.

The following text is the output of an OCR program, which converts an image into a text file. This
example is the original text without the highlighted words as presented in section 1.3. Fact is that
important information on layout and structure gets lost during the conversion of a semi-structured
image to plain text. In another words, chaos originates from order. The task of this thesis is to find a
method to restructure text by classifying it into pre-defined categories, clusters, to retrieve the missing
information.
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Danzas Fashion BV maakt deel uit van
een Europees netwerk met als
specialisatie logistieke dienstverlening
voor de kledingbranche. Wij nchten
ons primair op de top van de
modewereld. Onze logistieke
dienstverlening bestaat uit distributie,
warehousing en value added services.
Voor onze locatie in Venlo zijn we per direct op het zoek naar:

2 PLANNERS (MN)
NATIONAALIINTERNATIONAAL
De belangrijke taken en verantwoordelijkheden zullen zijn:
Het plannen van nationale- en internationale vrachtwagens;
Het aannemen van orders van klanten;
Het bijhouden van de administratie betreffende de ritten en de chauffeurs
en je fungeert als vraagbaak voor de chauffeurs;
Dc verwerking van ritstaten in het Logistic Information Management System
(LIMS)
Een stukje administratieve ondersteuning van de afdeling planning
Functie-eisen:

Wij zoeken op onze afdeling planning enerzijds een 'junior' planner en anderzijds een meer
ervaren planner van MBO werk-en denkniveau. Kun je werken met een geautomatiseerd system
en heb je enige ervaring met transportplanning, danwel via werk, danwel via opleiding en ben jij

stressbestendig, flexibel en een echte teamplayer en vind je het daamaast niet erg om in
ploegendiensten te werken, neem dan zo spoedig mogelijk contact met ons op.
Mocht u meer informatie willen dan kunt u contact opnemen met de heer
F. Giesberts, Tel. 077-3556621
Sollicitaties kunnen gericht worden aan:
Danzas Fashon B.V.
T.a.v. dhr. J. Cordier
Postbus 82, 5900 AB Venlo, Tel: 077-3556733

e-mail: P-O.Venlo@plex.nl
If no background knowledge about the layout of advertisements is available, classifying the plain text
requires a high grade of linguistic skill, including the language specific syntax and semantic. In other
words, we need to understand the text to determine:

•
•

which clusters of information can be realized in an advertisement, and
which part of text contains the information in each cluster.

A posting, as presented in the above text, carries almost 150 different data items. To find such data
through conventional text mining using no prior knowledge stipulates that the content can be
restructured from term clustering and cluster labeling. If the potential clusters are known up-front, the
success can be raised by a knowledge-directed search strategy.

Since MatchCare is involved with job postings for several years and has defined it's own data model
for implementation of the database components, much practical experience and historical data is
already available within the company at the start of this project. Where research in text mining is
usually delayed by the problems in gathering sufficient historical data, we have the advantage to begin
our task with an existing knowledge base. A relatively brief study of these resources has allowed us for

a better understanding of job advertisements and the actual content of the specific message they
submit.
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Figure 2 has shown a simple categorization of an advertisement, based only its pictorial information. A
textual inspection of the same advertisement from it's content delivers similar data, so that the total
information can be summarized as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

Company Information
Company Logo
Title
Function Description
Profile Description
Preferences
Application Information
Advertiser Information (in some cases)

In this paper these categories are called clusters to fit into the terminology of text mining, which will be

discussed in detail in section 3.3. Once the clusters are defined, the next step is to determine the
characteristics of each cluster. These have been referred to as signals in section 1.3. There we
noticed that handling an advertisement actually begins with the perception of these signals. A deeper
insight into the clusters shows that each cluster has its specific group of characteristic signal. In textual
concept these signals are actually a set of keywords, that happen to occur quite frequently in each
clusters or less frequently in other clusters.

This thesis will consider the cluster 'Profile Description' as a sample and focus on the automated
classification of text as belonging to this cluster. We will define a list of keywords and develop a search

strategy to highlight these words in text. As the final step of the automated mining process,

a

categorizing algorithm will select the piece of text that contains the actual data about profile based on
a simple density measurement.

The test results, presented in subsection 4.4.2, will determine the percentage of accuracy of this
strategy and the special conditions, under which this method will not deliver optimal results. Based on
these facts, in section 5, we will turn back to our hypothesis to grade its correctness by presenting the
pro and contras in applying text mining methods for the specific automation task at MatchCare Data
Center.
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3 OVERVIEW OF THE COMPETITION

Before we continue with the development of our own solution, a glance is provided on a typical system
as has been presented in the scientific literature.
3.1

Information Extraction Systems

Natural Language Processing (NLP) systems have been developed to process arbitrary text. Linguistic

capabilities characteristic for this type of systems as part-of-speech tagging, parsing, word-sense
disambiguation have led through high-level semantic understanding to dialogs systems, natural
language interfaces and queries, etc. In this master thesis, general interest is focused on systems built

with a pre-specified task over a well-defined domain of interest. These systems are known as
information extraction systems. The goal of an information extraction (IE) system is to find specific
data in natural text, which is defined as text mining in the general thematic of mining.

Important aspects of IE systems are the fact that they are generally very domain specific and have a
complex modular structure. They usually include syntactic parsers and specialized lexicons. Most lE
systems have been built entirely by hand until recently. To reduce the human labor in building an lE

system, automatic construction of complex IE systems began to be considered lately by many
researchers particularly given the recent proliferation of Internet and Web documents, to fulfill text
mining tasks.

IE has been considered from both a rational and an empirical perspective [Janevski, 2000]. The fact
that IE is always tied to a domain means that there must be some presumably rich knowledge of it.

Encoding the rules for IE

is

certainly not an easy task and

is

constrained by the domain

characteristics.

An IE system designed using the rational approach incorporates a precise domain definition and can
give very good results. Developing such a system with a domain model is time consuming and implies
duplication of effort, when the system is applied to a new domain. On the other hand, one of the

motives for building corpus-based lE systems using the empirical approach is the availability of
annotated text. If a training corpus is available, it could be easier to configure an IE system for the
domain with no, or very little, human interaction. Table 1 summarizes the differences between the two
approaches:
Table 1: Relational (Rule-Based) vs. Empirical (Corpus-Based) Information Extraction Systems

Training Set

Vulnerability to
Imperfect Input
Domain Description
Learning Algorithm
Training
Performance

Portability

Rational
At least a small set of
annotated examples
The
expert
can
filter
out
inconsistencies
Ontology and expert's knowledge

Empirical
Larger training corpus
the Could introduce bigger errors
due to the automation

Ontology and annotation in the

training set
Major
component
(resource
consuming)
Only content observed by the designer of Depends
on
the
learning
the rules
algorithm.
Larger
set
of
examples.
Very good
Very good, close to the rulebased system
Very hard
Relatively easy, to domains with
existing training corpus
Not required
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Implementation of rule-based lE systems on the other hand is complex and time consuming but such
systems are learnable during the processing phase, so that an extra training process is not necessary.
The system expands its rule-based knowledge on practice.

For the categorization task of this thesis, introduced in section 2.3, an empirical approach will be
applied for the wide domain knowledge provides a rich basis to fulfil this task without the necessity of a
complex implementation of a rational approach, as we will present in chapter 4.

Data Mining

3.2

Data Mining is the process of discovering interesting knowledge, such as patterns, associations and
significant structures, from large amounts of data stored in databases, data warehouses or other
information repositories. Due to the wide availability of huge amounts of electronic data, and the
imminent need for turning such data into useful information and knowledge for broad applications,
data mining has attracted a great deal of attention in information industry in recent years.
Data mining has been popularly treated as a synonym of knowledge discovery in databases, although
some researchers view data mining rather as an essential step in knowledge discovery.
3.2.1

Tasks

Generally, data mining tasks can be classified into two categories: descriptive and predictive. The
former describes the data set in a concise and summary manner and presents interesting general
properties of data; whereas the latter constructs one set of models, performs inference on the
available set of data and attempts to predict the behavior of new data sets. A data mining system
accomplishes one or more of the following tasks:
•

Class Description. Class description provides a compact summarization of a collection of data
and distinguishes it from others. The summarization of a collection of data is also called as
characterization.

•

•

Association. Association is the discovery of association relationships or correlation between a set
of items. They are often expressed in the rule form showing attribute-value conditions that occur
frequently together in a given set of data. An association rule in the form of X
V is interpreted
as "database tuples that satisfy X also tend to satisfy Y'.

Classification. Classification analyzes a set of training data and constructs a model for each
class based on the features in the data. A decision tree or a set of classification rules is generated
by such a classification process, which can be used for better understanding of the data and for
classification of future data. There have been many classification methods developed in the fields
of machine learning, statistics, databases, neural networks and others.

•

Prediction. This mining function predicts the possible values of some missing data or the value
distribution of certain attributes in a set of objects. Decision trees are useful tools for quality
prediction. Generic algorithms and neural network models are also often used for prediction tasks.

•

Clustering. Clustering analysis is to identify clusters embedded in the data, where a cluster is a
collection of data characteristics that are similar to one another. Similarity can be expressed by
distance functions, specified by user or experts. A good clustering method produces quality
clusters to ensure that the inter-cluster similarity is low and the intra-cluster similarity is high. Data
mining research has been focused mainly on high quality clustering methods for large databases.

3.2.2

Approaches

Data mining is a young interdisciplinary field, drawing from areas such as database systems, statistics,
machine learning, data visualization and information retrieval. Other contributing areas include neural
networks, pattern recognition, image databases, signal processing and inductive logic programming.
Data mining needs the integration of approaches from multiple disciplines.
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A large set of data analysis methods has been developed in statistics over many years of studies.
Machine learning has also contributed substantially to classification and induction problems. Neural
networks have shown its effectiveness in classification, prediction and clustering analysis tasks.
However, with the increasing amount of data stored in mining marts, these methods face challenges in
efficiency and scalability. Efficient data structures, indexing and data accessing techniques have been
developed and contribute in high performance data mining.
Another aspect of data mining against traditional data analysis is that the latter is assumption-driven in
the sense that a hypothesis is formed and validated against the data, whereas data mining in contrast
is discovery-driven in the sense that patterns are automatically extracted from data, which requires
substantial search efforts.

3.3

Text Mining

Information extraction is a form of shallow text understanding that locates specific pieces of data in
corpora of natural language texts. Data Mining considers the application of statistical and machinelearning methods to discover novel relationships in large relational databases. However, there has
been little if any research exploring the interaction between these two important techniques to perform
text mining tasks. As a special field of data mining we will introduce text mining in this section and in
chapter 3.4 by DiscoTEX. This pioneering system combines information extraction with the traditional
data mining techniques to develop a text mining framework.
3.3.1

Definition

Text mining is defined as "the process of finding useful or interesting patterns, models, directions,
trends, or rules from unstructured text". Text mining has been viewed as a natural extension of data
mining [Hearst, 1999] or sometimes considered as a task of applying the same data mining techniques
on textual information [Feldman, 1995]. Traditionally, texts have been mainly analyzed by Natural
Language Processing (NLP) [Faloutsos, 1995] techniques or Information Extraction methods. The
popularity of the Web and the huge amount of text documents available in electronic media also have
boosted the search for the hidden knowledge in collections of text documents.

One of the important goals of text mining is to extract patterns that can be incorporated in other
intelligent applications. Such applications include categorization, routing, filtering, segmentation,
retrieval, ranking, summarization, clustering, organization and navigation tools for text documents.
Many of these tasks overlap each other. Text categorization or text classification, is the most
extensively explored field for applying text mining techniques because many other applications can be
cast into the task of text categorization. Text categorization systems conduct a supervised learning

task of assigning predefined categories to new text documents based on a classification function
learned from a set of labeled documents.

A text mining system usually realizes different features. For our special mining task, we intend to apply
a clustering algorithm to process a categorizing task, which classifies each advertisement text in predefined categories, presented in section 2.3.

3.3.2
•

Features

Feature Extraction. Feature Extraction recognizes significant vocabulary items in text [IBM,
1998]. The names and other multiword terms found are of high quality and in fact correspond
closely to the characteristic vocabulary used in the domain of the documents being analyzed. In
fact what is found is to a large degree the vocabulary in which concepts occurring in the collection
are expressed. This makes Feature Extraction a powerful Text Mining technique.

•

Clustering. Clustering is a fully automatic process, which divides a collection of documents into
groups. The documents in each group are similar to each other in some way. When the content of
documents is used as the basis of clustering, the different groups correspond to different topics or
themes that are discussed in the collection. Thus, clustering is a way to find out what the collection
contains. To help to identify the topic of a group, the clustering tool identifies a list of terms or
words, which are common in the documents in the group.
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Clusters are discovered in data by finding groups of objects which more similar to each other than
to the members of any other group. Therefore, the goal of cluster analysis is usually to determine

a set of clusters such that inter-duster similarity is minimized and intra-cluster similarity is
maximized.

Hierarchical clustering is a method, which seems to work especially well for textual data. The
algorithm used in hierarchical clustering starts with a set of singleton clusters each containing a
single document. It then identifies the two clusters in this set that are most similar and merges
them together into a single cluster. This process is repeated until only a single cluster, the root, is
left. The (binary) tree constructed during this process, called a dendrogram, contains the complete
clustering information including all inter- and intra-cluster similarities.

•

Categorization. Categorization assigns documents to preexisting categories sometimes called
"topics" or "themes" [Tan, 2000]. The categories are chosen to match the intended use of the
collection. While categorization cannot take the place of the kind of cataloging that a librarian can
do, it provides a much less expensive alternative.

•

Noise Reduction. A text mining algorithm can also be used to extract useless data from the text,
the noise. Noise reduction is a task, which appears in almost every mining task. Beginning with
image and up to data, removing the noise can be helpful to focus on the interesting data and
accelerate the process of information extraction from a smaller corpus.

•

Summarization. Summarization is the process of condensing a source text into a shorter version
preserving its information content.

In addition to these features, natural processing and symbolic learning algorithms have been used for

Information Extraction tasks. For tasks such as document matching, ranking, and clustering,
Information Retrieval (IR) techniques have been widely used because a form of a soft matching that
utilizes word-frequency information typically gives superior results for most text processing problems.

3.4

DiscoTEX

The problem of text mining, i.e. discovering useful knowledge from unstructured text, is attracting
increasing attention. This section introduces a text mining framework, called DiscoTEX [Nahm, 2000],
for extracting information from text documents in order to create easily searchable database from the
information, thus making the online text more easily accessible.

DiscoTEX is based on the integration of information extraction and data mining, as shown in Figure 5.
It uses a rule-based IE system called RAPIER [Califf, 19991. Rapier learns extraction rules describing
constraints on slot fillers and their surrounding context using a specific-to-general search [Calif. 1998].
Although we intend to apply a corpus-based information extraction approach, the study of a rule-based
system like DiscoTEX is appropriate recognizing its powerful characteristics considering the ability of
learning. While the knowledge base of an empirical system has to be updated regularly, a rational text
mining framework is able to expand its knowledge during the mining process by detecting additional
rules and enriching the rule base with these new information.

Figure 5: Global Structure of DiscoTEX
Traditional data mining assumes that the information to be mined is already in the form of a relational
database. Unfortunately, for many applications, electronic information is only available in the form of
unstructured natural-language documents rather than structured databases. Information Extraction
addresses the problem of transforming a corpus of textual documents into a more structured database
[DARPA, 1998]. This shows the obvious role of lE, which can be played in text mining, when combined
with standard DM methods.

Although constructing an information extraction system is a difficult task, there has been significant
recent progress in using machine learning methods to help automate the construction of IE systems
[Califf, 1999]. By manually annotating a small number of documents with the information to be
extracted, a fairly accurate lE system can be induced from this labeled corpus and then applied to a
large body of raw text to construct a large database for mining.
However an automatically extracted database will inevitably contain significant numbers of errors. The
important question is, whether the knowledge discovered from this "noisy" database is significantly

less reliable than the knowledge discovered from a cleaner traditional database. Un Yong Nahm
[Nahm, 2001] shows in his experiments that the knowledge discovered from an automatically
extracted database is close to that from a manually constructed one, which proves that combining lE
and DM is a viable approach to text mining. This combination also shows that rules mined by DM can
improve IE performance. Since typically the recall (percentage of correct slot fillers extracted) of an lE
system is significantly lower than its precision (percentage of extracted slot fillers which are correct)
(DARPA, 1993,1995, 1998), such predictive relationships might be productively used to improve recall
by suggesting additional information to extract.

Text strings in traditional databases often contain typos, misspellings and non-standardized phrases.
This is another important aspect that traditional data mining have not adequately addressed. The
heterogeneity of textual databases causes a problem, when we apply existing data mining techniques
to text. Nahm [2001] proposes a method, TextRlSE, for learning soft matching rules from text using a
modification of the RISE algorithm [Domingos, 1996], a hybrid of rule-based and instance—based
(nearest-neighbor) learning methods.
3.4.1

System Architecture

The overall architecture of DiscoTEX is shown in Figure 6. First, documents annotated by the user are
provided to RAPIER as training data. lE rules induces from this training set are stored in IE rule base
and subsequently used by the extraction module. The learned lE system then takes unlabeled texts
and transforms them into a database of slot-values, which is provided to the DM unit, i.e. RIPPER , as
training set for constructing a knowledge base for prediction rules. The training data for DM can
include the user-labeled documents used for training lE, as well as a larger lE-labeled set
automatically extracted from raw text. DiscoTEX also includes a capability for improving the recall of
the learned IE system by proposing additional slot fillers based on the prediction rules.
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RIPPER

Rapier
IE Unit

DM Unit

(

Job
Documents

Figure 6: System Architecture of DiscoTEX

3.4.2

Information Extraction with Rapier

Rapier (Robust Automated Production of Information Extraction Rules) is a relational rule learner for
acquiring information extraction rules from a corpus of labeled training examples. Inspired by inductive
logic programming systems, Rapier learns information extraction rules in a bottom-up fashion from a

corpus of labeled training examples. Patterns are learned by Rapier using a specific-to-general
search. Constraints on patterns for slot fillers and their context can specify the specific words, part-of-

speech (POS), or semantic classes of tokens. The hypernym links in WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998)
provide semantic class information, and documents are annotated with part-of-speech information
using the tagger of Brill [Brill, 1994].

Rapier's rule representation uses Eliza-Like patterns [Weizenbaum, 1966] that makes use of limited
syntactic and semantic information. The extraction rules are indexed by template name and slot name
and consist of three parts: 1) a pre-fihler pattern that matches text immediately proceeding the filler, 2)
a filler pattern that must match the actual slot filler and 3) a post-filler pattern that must match the text

immediately following the filler. Each pattern is a sequence of pattern items or pattern item's
constraints. A pattern item matches exactly one word or symbol from the document that meets the
item's constraints. The following example shows generated rules for the slot fillers of Title in a
computer related job posting:

Pre-filler Pattern

Filler-Pattern

Post-filler Pattern

rule 1) word: [Senior, junior]

list: max length 2
[end of sentence]
syntactic: [normal/plural-noun]

rule 2)

word: [programmer, analyst]

[empty]

word: [needed, for, with]

To learn extraction patterns from a set of labeled examples, Rapier first creates most specific patterns
for each slot in each example specifying the complete word and tag information for the generalizing

pairs of existing rules using a beam search. When the best rules does not produce incorrect
extractions, Rapier adds it to the rule base and removes existing rules that it subsumes. Rules are
ordered by an information-theoretic heuristic weighted by the rule size.

By training on a corpus of documents annotated with their filled templates, Rapier acquires a
knowledge base of extraction rules that can be tested on novel documents.
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3.4.3

Rule Induction with RIPPER

Interesting rules can be discovered from a database created by an IE system. After constructing an lE
system that extracts the desired set of slots for given application, a database can be constructed from
a corpus of texts by applying the lE extraction patterns to each document to create a collection of

structured records. Standard KDD techniques [Nahm, 2001] can then be applied to the resulting
database to discover interesting relationships. Standard methods for learning classification rules can
be applied for this task. Nahm (Nahm, 2001) applied RIPPER [Cohen, 1995] to induce rules from the
resulting binary data. RIPPER is a learning method that forms simple rules in a fairly effective manner.
It has the ability to handle set-valued features [Cohen, 1996] to avoid the step of explicitly translating
slot fillers into a large number of binary features. The discovered knowledge describing the
relationships between the slot values is written in a form of prediction rules as shown in the following
two examples:
i.

ii.

Visual Basic E application and OLE E area
Java language and Graphics E area

UNIX platform
Web E area

The integration of a prediction unit enabTes DiscoTEX system to expand its knowledge by detection
new rules. The ability of learning by practice in this framework addresses one of the most interesting
fields in natural language processing and mining technologies in textual corpora.
For more information about the DiscoTEX system please refer to [Nahm, 2001].

3.5

Background

Up to this point we have specified the goal of this thesis in detail, presented our strategy to handle the
problem and to find an adequate technology for implementing algorithms and have become deeply
involved in scientific fields concerning the same problematic.

Before starting with chapter 4 and presenting the PressAnalyzer, it seems meaningful to review the
important aspects, which have been considered through the period of implementing the algorithmic
solution. This would build the theoretical background of this research project and a useful guide to
follow the path from theory to practice.

In section 3.1 empirical and rational approaches to an information extraction system have been
discussed and compared. A corpus-based approach has been presented as an adequate technique,
on the pre-conditions of rich domain knowledge and training set, providing acceptable performance
and relatively easy portability. Considering the long-term domain knowledge in job posting and the

information obtained by studying through the advertisements we will use these facts as the
fundamental issue for our specific approach.

Data mining, defined as knowledge discovery from databases, has been used for different tasks as
classification and clustering data in rational databases and evaluated as a promising technology for
processing large amount of data. Efficient data structures, indexing and data accessing techniques
have led this research to survey on relational databases and the application of ORACLE 8.0 ConTEXT
Cartridge for text indexing, noise reduction and finally highlighting keywords by an optimized search
algorithm.

In the special field of text mining, clustering and categorization refer to the process of finding patterns
containing similar information and assigning documents to these pre-defined categories. Here we will
define clusters with the same method, namely determine group similarities within a document as a
keyword list. Categorizing algorithm assigns parts of text to these clusters by calculating the relative

distance of the found keywords and selects that part of text with the highest density of the
occurrences.

In section 3.4 DiscoTEX has been presented as a pioneer in realizing a rule-based text mining
framework, which promises a learning system by detecting new facts, defining new rules and
expanding knowledge base during the process of mining. We have either learned that DiscoTEX
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defines the information to be found in a template of slots, which will be filled with the correct
information extracted from the text by application of the corresponding rules. Here, the information in
job advertisements could also be formulated as a template of slots, which are actually the same as the
fields in the data entry and control application shown in Figure 3. A fair question would be: Why not a
rule-based text mining?!

The template in DiscoTEX contains about ten slots. This means that there are ten questions to be
answered by the rule-based system. A glimpse at the rule base, which has been defined to find the
right text for filling ten slots, shows the complexity and the volume of the rule-based system. In a job
advertisement we search for approximately 150 different terms and words and a simple calculation
shows the dimensions of an adequate rule base.

There is no doubt that a pure corpus-based information extraction approach would not completely fulfil
the task of mining this number of information, but it is possible that the application of such an algorithm
could help defining sub domains with their own characteristics and rules. On the other hand the semi
structure of an advertisement is a great clue for realizing the distinguishable groups of information. If
we were successful in defining these smaller domains by classifying an advertisement into clusters of
information, we would be much easier able to apply a rule-based approach for mining the detail we are
actually searching for, namely fillers for 150 different slots.
The task of this project can be concerned as preparation of data for further purposes. This preparation
consists at the first place of labeling the text as presented in Figure 2. A clustering algorithm should

define the characteristics for the listed categories. Classification process will work through the
advertisement text and labels blocks of text with the corresponding cluster. In the next phases of the
text mining project we intend to focus on the extraction of terms/words as filler information for template
slots, which we can simply define using the data model components and existing knowledge base.

It is important to mention that we are actually interested in the results of a textual categorization of
advertisements. Evaluating these results should be considered as the basic argumentation for or
against this method. As an alternative method, the pictorial categorization should also present its
results. Studying these two data processing alternatives would ease the final decision about, which
kind of information can be efficiently extracted at which level of observation, so that the number of
errors is minimized.
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4 PRESS ANALYZER

This chapter introduces the pilot version of PressAnalyzer, which has been completely implemented,

tested and evaluated. The integration into the production process is planned in following project
phases.

Algorithm: An Empirical Approach

4.1

In commercial practice, a posting carries almost 150 different data items. To find such data through
conventional text mining using no prior knowledge stipulates that the content can be restructured from
term clustering and cluster labeling. Job postings have in principle such a structure and are therefore
amenable to a knowledge-directed search strategy. As the first step toward implementing a complete
text mining framework, PressAnalyzer fulfils the task of preparing data in the sense, that the entire text
of an advertisement is split into smaller disjoint units. These can subsequently be handled separately
to mine detailed information in the remainder of the process.

As already mentioned in section 3.5, PressAnalyzer approaches an empirical information extraction
solution based on the following argumentation:
•

Using the advantage to begin our task with an existing rich knowledge base.

•

The integration of the system into the running production process requires no major adjustments
and implementation changes in the running applications.

•

The temporal restrictions do not allow the implementation of a complex time-consuming rulebased approach.

•

The results of a less complex algorithm concerning the performance and correctness are
interesting to inspect.

The PressAnalyzer realizes two major tasks: clustering and categorizing. Each of these is discussed in
the following sections in more detail.
4.1.1

Clustering

In PressAnalyzer, clustering refers to the process of defining groups of information in a job posting,
each concerning one specific theme. In contrast to the clustering algorithm in most text mining tasks,

which should first find categories of information, in our case we have the advantage of a semistructured text content. Studying such text corpora shows that most advertisements have a specific
structure containing information in the following six categories:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Job (title/information)
Employer (name/information)
Profile (skills/education)
Preferences (primary/secondary)
Application (reaction/contact person)
Advertiser (name/location)
Media (press/layout information)

Each category contains more or less a set of keywords, which distinguishes the interesting information

in each category from the others. In the pilot version of PressAnalyzer we choose the 'profile'
description to demonstrate the clustering algorithm. It defines a list of keywords, which have a high
frequency of appearance in the training set of profile descriptions.
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Figure 7 illustrates the process of clustering. We have used the profile descriptions that have been
already inserted into the database manually during the weekly production. Initially we have intended to
generate three separate lists: KEYWORD, INFO and NOISE. KEYWORD contains the words we will
search for and highlight in each text file. INFO list contains additional clue words, which should be
searched for, if the results from searching keywords are not satisfactory. NOISE contains words, which
occur quite frequently in text but have no specific information, such as het', 'en 'duE etc. Since the
ConTEXT Cartridge has its own noise list, stop words for Dutch, generating an extra list seemed not
necessary. Thus we have finally decided to create only the KEYWORD list for profile description and
watch the results. If the methodology provides acceptable results, i.e. if the selected text in the
categorizing process is almost complete, we will obviously not need to use the INFO list.

Profile Description

Training Set

Figure 7: Clustering Process in PressAnalyzer

Considering the above data flow, an ID/KEYWORD table is created in List Generator, which contains
the profile keywords. Selecting the adequate words has been performed in co-operation with the data
entry staff, who has the necessary experience in processing job postings. Based on the frequency of
the incident, position and meaningfulness of specific words or terms, we have composed the keyword
list for the cluster Profile Description.

4.1.2

Categorizing

the pilot version of PressAnalyzer, categorizing refers to the process of automated highlighting of
profile description in a job posting text. As shown in Figure 8, the procedure Highlight searches for
keywords in the original text and returns for each hit the cursor position of the word in the text file.
These results are the input values for the next procedure: Extraction.
In

ID KEYWORD

Original Text

KW

1
Figure 8:Categorizing in PressAnalyzer
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Extraction operates with the simple highest density algorithm illustrated in Diagram 1. Among the
highlighted keywords, only those with a high density, according to a delta (i\) parameter, are selected
as acceptable. Delta defines the maximal distance allowed between two words in cursor position
[Klink, 2000].
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Diagram 1: Density Flow

Extraction returns two values, P_BEGIN (profile begin position) and P_END (profile end position).
Later in the data entry application, the text paragraph beginning at P_BEGIN and ending at P_END
will automatically be selected and placed in the slot Profile Description (profiel omschrijving).
Section 4.3 gives a complete overview in the implementation units of the PressAnalyzer.
If the categorizing results are near 100%, the clustering algorithm has been successful. In other words,
if

the percentage of the drawn data after a complete categorizing process is minimal, then

PressAnalyzer has won the mining competition.

4.2
4.2.1

Environment
Hardware
Database Server:
Client: DELL — Pentium III, 256 MB

4.2.2

Software
Operating System: Windows NT
Database: We use ORACLE 8.0 and SQL/Plus for implementing the data model. ORACLE

8.0 ConTEXT Cartridge has been used for the database administration and for the
HIGHLIGHT text mining unit, performing directly on the database. For more information about
ConTEXT please visit the ORACLE 8.0 documentation on the web.

Applications: The data entry application NewLIMI has been implemented in Delphi. The
control application has been written in Visual Basic and is not part of this thesis.
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4.3

Implementation Units

The entire process of PressAnalyzer, illustrated in Figure 9, consists of two separate units. The text

mining unit has been developed in ORACLE 8.0 ConTEXT Cartridge and runs directly on the
database. The data entry application has been written in Delphi 5.0 and runs on Windows 98/Me and
NT. This application has been already integrated into the production process for manual data entry
and is described in more detail in chapter 4.3.3. For the test purposes, small adjustments have been
done on NewLIMI and its database export functionality has been switched off.

DATABASE
UNIT

MUTAB

HITAB

DATA ENTRY
UNIT
Profile Description

I

Figure 9: Implementation of PressAnalyzer
In the following subsections the step by step implementation of PressAnalyzer are discussed in detail.

We will begin with database administration including table definitions and start of ORACLE 8.0
ConTEXT server to use loading and text query functionality. To load the text files automatically into
database tables, they have to be in a specific format. A simple Delphi application generates load files
in acquired markup and set ready in a pre-defined directory, which is checked by ConTEXT loader for
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new entries regularly. The actual text mining procedures are defined as PL/SQL packages with a set
of preparations to use the fuzzy search and handle Dutch composite words. The test is done on NT
clients by using an adjusted version of data entry application introduced in subsection 4.3.3 in more
detail.

4.3.1

Database Administration

LOADING TEXT: As illustrated in Figure 4 the scanned advertisements are stored as image files (tiff
files) and put through a standard OCR program to get text files, which is actually the input data format

during the implementation of PressAnalyzer. The ORACLE 8.0 ConTEXT Cartridge offers a broad
spectrum on functionality, which enables the automated loading of text into database tables
[ConTEXT, Admin]. Tables, which are used for text storage, should have a Long type column. The
following table has been created for the specific task of this thesis:
CREATE

TABLE HLVACDOC

ID
TXT
TITLE
P BEGIN

PEND
STATUS

NUMBER

NOT NULL,

--

LONG,

--

VARCHAR2 (64) DEFAULT null,
NUMBER
DEFAULT 0,
DEFAULT 0,
NUMBER
VARCHAR2 (4)
DEFAULT null)

--

primary

key

text column
original file name

profile
profile

--

begin

--

end

--

(OPEN,DONE,BUSY)

A sequence has been defined to create primary keys and a trigger to get a next value of this sequence

before a new entry into the table.
CREATE

before

OR REPLACE TRIGGER vac_doc_trig
insert on HLVACDOC

for each row
begin
select VACDOC.nextval into :new.ID from dual;
end;
The load directory, where the load files should be

loaded from is set in the following attribute:

ctx_ddl.set_attribute('DIRECTORIES,

'\\..\..\LoadFiles');

The load files should have the following structure, which is generated automatically by a simple
translator application written in Delphi.
<TEXTSTART col namel=doc_data, colname2=doc_data, col_nameN=doc_data>

text

<TEXTEND>

Example: If an advertisement text is stored in advOl .txt the generated load file would be as follows.
The trigger generates the unique Id for each new record.
.TEXTSTART: TITLE=' advOl .txt', PBEGIN=0, PEND=0, STATUS='OPEN'>

text

<TEXTEND>
To start an automated loading ConTEXT server is started with L personality and interval of 5 minutes,

which means that the server checks the load directory every 5 minutes for new entries. Successful
loaded text files are removed automatically from this directory.
HIGHLIGHTING TEXT: To use ORACLE 8.0 ConTEXT text query functionality the ConTEXT server

should have the 0 personality, for calling DDL routines, as well. To handle Dutch text following
preparations has been done:
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-- Enables indexing of dutch composite words
-- Uses Dutch stopwords for noise reduction during indexing
--enable for composite words

ctx_ddl .set_attribute( 'composite', '2');
ctx_ddl .

create_preference
=> 'p_dutch',
=> 'composite

preference_name
description
object_name
--

a

=>

indexing for dutch',
--default lexer

'BASIC LEXER');

policy defines the art of indexing text

ctx_ddl .

create_policy

policy_name
,colspec
source_policy
,textkey
,stoplist_pref
,lexer_pref

=>
=>

'hl_vac'

'HL_VAC_DOC.TXT'
=> 'CTXSYS DEFAULT_POLICY'

--

text

column

.

=>

'ID'

=> 'CTXSYS.DUTCH_STOPWORDS'
=>

'p_dutch');

-- access
--

primary key

Dutch stopword list

HIGHLIGHT TABLES: To store the keywords in the data base we have created a simple table called
PROF KW LIST as follows:
CREATE

TABLE PROF KW LIST
ID
KEYWORD

NOT NULL,
VARCHAR2 (20) );
NUMBER

The highlight result tables store the highlighting results returned by the CTX_QUERY.HIGHLIGHT
procedure. Highlight tables must be created before calling HIGHLIGHT to generate highlighting
results. If a highlight table is created manually, it can be assigned any name; however, the table must
have the columns (with names and data types) as specified.
HIGHTAB Highlight Table

The HIGHTAB highlight table stores query term offset and length information for query terms in
documents. If a document is formatted, the text is filtered by CTX_QUERY.HIGHLIGHT into plain text
and the offset information is generated for the filtered text. The offset information can be used to
highlight query terms in a document. A HIGHTAB table must have the following columns:
ID

(NUMBER):

OFFSET

(NUMBER)

LENGTH
STRENGTH

(NUMBER)
(NUMBER)

•

The identifier for the results generated by a particular call to
CTX_QUERY.HIGHLIGHT.
Position of the query terms in the document, relative to the rest of
the terms in the documents. Measured from a base of 1.
The length of the query term.
The strength of the highlight table.

MUTAB Highlight Table

The MUTAB display table stores documents in plain text (ASCII) format with the query terms in the
documents highlighted by mark-up tags generated by CTX_QUERY.HIGHLIGHT. This mark-up can be
used to provide an ASCII version of the document with query terms highlighted. AMUTAB table must
have the following columns:
ID

(NUMBER)

DOCUMENT

(LONG)

The identifier for the results generated by a particular call to
CTX_QUERY.HIGHLIGHT
Marked-up text of the document, stored in ASCII format

With these preparations HIGHLIGHT procedures of ConTEXT Cartridge can be called to highlight
words in text column TXT, which contains the advertisements in plain text format. We use OFFSET in
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HIGHTAB to get the position of hit keywords in text and calculate the distance. The MUTAB has been
used as a tool to test the fuzzy functionality and composite words highlighted as hits in text.

4.3.2

Text Mining

Two PL/SQL packages have been defined to implement the automated categorization of the cluster
Profile Description. The CTX_QUERY.HIGHLIGHT procedure is called in both packages to search and
find keywords in text, with a few small adjustments. The fuzzy operator 1' expands a query to include
all terms with similar spellings as the specified term.
-- Call CTX_QUERY.HIGHLIGHT to populate HIGHTAB

1_query := '?'Ilkwrd;
highlight

ctx_query.

--examples: ?ervaring, ?opleiding etc.

=> 'hi_vac',
cspec
textkey => ID,

id

=>

t_id,

=> 1_query,
query
hightab => 'HL_INFO');
In this procedure call every keyword from keyword table will be searched and located if found. The
cursor position of each hit in text will be stored in the OFFSET column of the result table HLINFO.
Afterwards this table will be sorted by OFFSET and grouped by document primary key ID.

-- Call CTX_QUERY.HIGHLIGHT to populate MUTAB
'Ill_query;
1_query := '?' Ikwrdl
ctx_query. highlight
=> 'hi_vac,
cspec
textkey => ID,
=> 1_query,
query
=> 'PROF MU');
mutab

The result table PROF_MU will contain the original text with highlighted hit keywords. The keywords are
labeled with specific begin and end tags <<<keyword>>>.

4.3.3

Data Entry

The data entry application has been originally developed for manual categorization of advertisements.
Figure 10 shows a screen shot of this application. Users load the advertisement text into the left space
and select text blocks and place them in the fields on the right side by a simple drag and drop or label
the selected text with a pop-up menu plugged to the right mouse button. The tabbed notebook on the
right contains the same categories as mentioned in 4.1.1. After splitting the text into the categories the
export functionality send this data to the data base, where the data will be stored in a separate table
and is ready for the control application [Ben, 2000].
Here we use this application as a test tool to determine the correctness of automated categorizing on

the database. For this purpose the export functionality has been switched off. Additionally, the
advertisement texts, P_BEGIN and P_END values calculated for each text are directly read from the
database table HO_VAC_DOC, while in original version the advertisements are loaded onto the screen
from a directory containing all text files generated by the OCR program.

Another extension in data entry application is an additional procedure, which allocates the text
paragraph surrounding the cursor positions P_BEGIN and P....END and highlights the selected
paragraph before displaying on the screen. We have highlighted about 1000 advertisements on the
database, calculated begin and end cursor positions for one cluster, displayed partly selected texts in

data entry applications and finally counted well-selected paragraphs. Section 4.4 presents and
evaluates the test results.
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Figure 10: Data Entry Application NewLIMI

4.4

Evaluation

PressAnalyzer has been tested on several batches of advertisements and keywords to measure the
total performance of the system. As an integral component of the production process, PressAnalyzer
should cause no idle time to other components. This means that the application of an intelligent mining
system should improve the performance of the production process. In the following section we will

briefly present the test results considering both correctness and performance of the applied
algorithms. Section 5 presents the final conclusions, which is based on the results and future
perspectives of PressAnalyzer.
4.4.1

Performance Measurements

Considering the worst case, Highlight consumes the most process time directly on the database. It
in approximately 1000
advertisements and this for only one cluster. At first glimpse, this numeral looks gigantic for an

takes 90 minutes to search with 15 keywords and highlight the hits

algorithm that should automate a process and improve the performance. But considering the total time
one user needs to manually select one block it shows actual progress: one user needs at least 3 times
more time to do the same task. This simply means a 300% improvement!
Although there is no doubt on the potential of an automated system, there are other issues concerning

the integration of the PressAnalyzer. As already mentioned, the integration of a new component
should not affect the data flow. This means that production has to be built up in a correct order, so that
each component does not have to be shifted into a waiting list to get the right input.
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4.4.2

Test Results

Highlight
Applying ORACLE 8.0 ConTEXT cartridge generates two different result tables as discussed in 4.3.2,
the hightab stores in each record the cursor positions of the words, which have been found in the
original text. Mutab stores on the other hand the whole highlighted text. If a word occurs more than
once in the original text, hightab stores the position of the last found one, while mutab highlights every

hit. For the highest density algorithm, we have used the hightab to easily calculate the distance
between the hits. This method has the disadvantage that multiple hits can't be processed. This
negative effect is reflected in advertisements with multiple job offers as only one profile description is
selected.

The fuzzy unit used in processing the queries in highlight has led to other important issues concerning

the text quality and linguistic characteristics. A positive result can be gained by applying a fuzzy
search while handling misspellings. The fuzzy component is useful to find a keyword, which has not
been written correctly. On the other hand similar but totally different words can also be taken as a hit
using this method. For example searching for the word niveau takes the word nieuw also as a correct
hit, although the latter is completely irrelevant.
Extraction
As presented in section 4.1 the second step in the categorization unit of PressAnalyzer calculates two
numerals, namely the possible begin and end position of a profile description in an advertisement. We
have highlighted the text between these two positions in the data entry application, NewLimi, and
evaluated the results.

Only 30% of the advertisements have been highlighted correctly. This is maybe shocking news but
even bad results can be evaluated as positive to gain useful knowledge. Not correctly selected text
appears generally in two manners:
•

No text. If the profile description contains none of the keywords, no text is selected. As we are
forced to keep the number of keywords limited, only the most frequent words are selected for
otherwise the highlighting process becomes very time consuming.

•

Too much text. Defining an optimal delta (i) parameter

is practically impossible, as
advertisements vary strongly in length and structure. Consequently keywords in one cluster are
found and selected as valid text, although they are actually part of other clusters, a clear case of
textual overlap. In section 5 we will introduce possible strategies to avoid these kinds of errors.
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5 CONCLUSION

This study in the field of text mining has started with the hypothesis presented in section 2.2, which
suggests the application of a text mining technique as a possible solution for automation of data
processing at MatchCare Data Center. The idea of applying a text mining solution has led to a survey

in mining and corresponding areas, which have been presented in chapter 3. In chapter 4 the
algorithmic solution for the specific mining task in this project has also been discussed.

Here we will present the final argumentation for and against the applied method and introduce
possible improvements.

•

The scientific and commercial research in text mining shows the complexity of these systems. As
a special part of natural language processing, text mining is dealing with all linguistic features and
searches for adequate algorithms to simulate human method of understanding text. The most
effective and successful solution seems to be the application of rule-based approaches for the
trainability and expandability of knowledge bases. On the other hand implementation of rule-based
text mining systems is complex and time consuming and requires a broad knowledge in logical
programming and machine learning methods.

Text mining solutions are very domain dependent. This means that the applied knowledge base
and eventual user-defined dictionaries should be adjusted for handling text in different concepts or
languages. In the specific domain of job postings, the rich experimental knowledge has been used
for the implementation of a simple corpus-based clustering and categorizing algorithm, which is
based on the definition of keyword lists and labeling the relevant text with the highest density of
located keywords.
Mining specific words or terms need a deeper insight and understanding of text. In this case the
semantic and syntactic features of text should be considered to understand the role and meaning
of words in the concept and make more precise predictions. A rule-based information extraction
system could be a possibility to define the relationships between the words in a sentence and
create an adequate knowledge base, which can be extended during the mining process, as new
rules are detected.
•

In this project the text clustering has been viewed as data preparation for further purposes. The
application of a single clustering and categorizing process shows that the textual overlap can
possibly be handled, if all clusters are evaluated in parallel. With this method the hit keywords of
one cluster can be evaluated in context and eventually skipped if they have occurred in other
clusters too.

Another advantage in parallel clustering is the possibility of controlling the categorizing process, so
that not all the keywords have to be searched to make a decision about the location of a cluster in
text. If there is enough information available to make correct predictions, the search process can
simply be stopped.

•

In chapter 1.3 we have introduced image and text as two possible data formats, which can actually
be observed with the same methods. Here we have set our focus on text and gained the results of
clustering at a textual level. It seems meaningful to apply the same method at the pictorial level as
well. The specific characteristics of an advertisement in its pictorial format, i.e. the layout
information, would supply a rich background to define and locate clusters in an earlier phase.

Concerning the text quality, which is strongly influenced by the quality of scanned pages, and the
inevitable errors during the transformation of images into text by an OCR program, are further
argumentation for a pictorial clustering.

•

Another important issue in error handling is the usage of fuzzy components. Fuzzy search
algorithms support locating keywords in spite of possible misspellings. These are useful for
handling Dutch composite words as well. A disadvantage in application of fuzzy components is the
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probability of finding irrelevant words, as mentioned in section 4.4.2. If we intend to use third party
products, the fact that integrated dictionaries and thesauruses are possibly not extendable should
be considered seriously. The implementation of a problem-specific fuzzy unit requires additional
time but could deliver more efficient exception handling by integrating additional words and rules.

There is no doubt that a cooperation between image and text mining could provide more satisfactory
results in information extraction from job advertisements. However the depth and grade of automation
is an important aspect to determine which kind of information should be extracted at each mining level,
so that information loss can be minimized. The decision between these two mining technologies
requires a systematic research on the domain of advertisements. Statistical measurements would
supply additional information about standard as well as exceptional features of this kind of data.

We would like to end this discussion by referring back to our hypothesis in section 2.2. Our case
studies in mining technology, the algorithmic approach and the evaluated results actually confirm this
statement. This research also proves the complexity of mining systems and emphasizes on the
necessity of a well-defined knowledge base and a broad scientific background in the fields of machine
learning, natural language processing and artificial intelligence. Today we are still far from a final
solution but are proud to say that we are on the right way.
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7 ABBRIVIATIONS

List of abbreviations in alphabetical order:
DB

DDL
DM
ID
IE
IFS
IR

KDT
KDD
MCDC
MUC
NLP
OCR
POS
TM

Data Base
Data Definition Language
Data Mining
Identification
Information Extraction
Information Filtenng System
Information Retrieval
Knowledge Discovery in Textual Databases
Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining
MatchCare Data Center
Message Understanding Conference
Natural Language Processing
Optical Character Recognition
Part Of Speech
Text Mining
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